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Abstract: With the rapid spread of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), measures are needed to
detect social distancing and prevent further infection. In this paper, we propose a system that detects
social distancing in indoor environments and identifies the movement path and contact objects
according to the presence or absence of an infected person. This system detects objects through
frames of video data collected from a closed-circuit television using You Only Look Once (v. 4)
and assigns and tracks object IDs using DeepSORT, a multiple object tracking algorithm. Next, the
coordinates of the detected object are transformed by image warping the area designated by the top
angle composition in the original frame. The converted coordinates are matched with the actual
map to measure the distance between objects and detect the social distance. If an infected person is
present, the object that violates the movement path and social distancing of the infected person is
detected using the ID assigned to each object. The proposed system can be used to prevent the rapid
spread of infection by detecting social distancing and detecting and tracking objects according to the
presence of infected persons.

Keywords: COVID-19; social distancing; indoor environment; YOLOv4; multiple object tracking

1. Introduction

After discovering the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), a severe acute respiratory
syndrome, in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China, in December 2019, it has been reported
worldwide, including all over China [1]. On 12 February 2020, the World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO) designated the disease as COVID-19 and delivered a message about the risk of
spreading it [2]. To date, the situation has caused the spread of the virus, and measures are
sought to prevent the spread of the virus worldwide.

The WHO has proposed and recommended various infection control measures to
prevent the spread of COVID-19. One of the currently actively recommended infection
control measures is social distancing. Social distancing is a method of minimizing the
mortality rate and slowing the disease spread by setting 2 m as the standard distance to
reduce the possibility of contact between infected and uninfected people [3–6]. However,
in indoor environments, such as department stores, cafes, and other stores, which are
confined spaces, it is difficult to maintain social distancing because the population density
is relatively higher than for outdoor environments. Environmental health scientists report
that 3.8 million people worldwide die prematurely from diseases caused by indoor air
pollution [7]. In addition, based on the results of studies showing that the probability
of a secondary infection in indoor spaces due to COVID-19 is high, a high risk exists of
becoming infected with COVID-19 in an indoor environment [8–10].

The spread of COVID-19 correlates with the time of contact with an infected person.
According to a study published in January 2020, an increase in the number of infections
among healthcare professionals occurred after the COVID-19 outbreak. In a study of
138 hospitalized patients infected with COVID-19 in China, 57 were infected in hospitals
in indoor environments. It was announced that 40 of these were medical professionals
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working in hospitals [11,12]. Based on the research results, it is possible to determine the
correlation with the contact time with the infected person.

Based on the above, a high risk exists for the spread of COVID-19 in indoor envi-
ronments. Thus, it is important to maintain social distancing to prevent the spread of
COVID-19 in indoor environments. However, it is important to determine whether social
distancing is well maintained as a result of the difficulty of social distancing due to the
characteristics of the indoor environment. Because the standard for social distancing is set
at 2 m, if social distancing is outside the standard radius, it should be judged safe, and if
it is included within the standard radius, it should be judged dangerous. In addition, to
prevent the spread of infection when an infected person is present in an indoor space, it
is necessary to quickly identify the movement path of the infected person and the people
who have contacted this person. This is because additional confirmed cases may occur
due to the movement path and contact with the infected person. However, because the
distance between people is not always clearly judged, it is difficult to determine the path of
an infected person [13]. Currently, no system exists to understand the indoor movement of
people infected with COVID-19. Therefore, a method to prevent further diffusion is needed.

Therefore, this paper presents the design and construction of a system to detect social
distancing in an indoor environment and identify the movement path and contact objects
of a person infected with COVID-19. In this context, the method for determining the
infected person is to assume that a random object is an infected object and proceed with
the experiment.

The system in this paper detects objects by applying You Only Look Once (YOLOv4)
based on the image data collected through closed-circuit television (CCTV) and uses
DeepSORT, a multiple object tracking (MOT) algorithm, to assign IDs and track objects.
Next, we derive the weight of the transformation matrix to obtain the object coordinates
through image warping of the original frame. The center point of the bounding box for
the object is transformed to fit the shape of the transformed frame using the derived
transform matrix weight. The converted center point is matched with an actual map to
convert the distance between objects in an indoor space into an actual distance through the
CCTV. Then, the actual distance is measured using the Euclidean distance measurement
formula. The object risk is determined by checking whether it is within 2 m of the social
distancing standard set through the measured distance to the object. If an infected person
is present, tracking the infected person through the details related to the object ID can be
performed to determine the movement path of the infected person and the contact object.
The proposed system detects social distancing in an indoor space and, if an infected person
is present, tracks the path of the infected person and identifies the contacted objects to
prevent infection.

2. Related Work
2.1. Object Detection

Object detection is a type of computer technology closely related to computer vision
and image processing. Video data for object detection are collected through various devices,
such as webcams, CCTV, and Microsoft Kinect. Many studies have been conducted to
detect an object using video data collected through such devices. To detect objects, studies
using feature extraction algorithms, such as the scale-invariant feature transform and
speeded up robust feature, have been conducted [14,15]. However, several deep learning
models have been studied based on the convolutional neural network (CNN), which has
the advantage of high reliability of feature extraction and matching. Representatively, CNN-
based object detection deep learning models include the single-shot multibox detector [16],
faster region-based convolutional network [17], and YOLO [18].

Among the representative CNN-based object detection deep learning models, YOLOv4 [19],
which was extended from the existing YOLO model suitable for real-time object detection,
has been widely used. Prior studies applying this model include real-time multiclass
object detection and location estimation, real-time behavior recognition and prediction, and
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real-time single and multiple object detection using drones [19–22]. Based on the results of
each study, we confirmed the excellent performance of YOLOv4 in deriving fast detection
speed and accuracy.

2.2. Multiple Object Tracking

The purpose of object tracking is to segment the region of interest from the video
input image and continuously track motion, positioning, and occlusion situations. Object
detection and tracking is a technology that can be applied to video detection systems, robot
vision, traffic monitoring, video inpainting, and animation. The framework frequently used
in MOT is simple online and real-time tracking (SORT) [23], which focuses on inter-frame
prediction and association. This framework achieves high performance in terms of speed
and accuracy and can handle long-term occlusion. It also focuses on efficiency to facilitate
real-time tracking and facilitate more use in such applications as autonomous vehicle and
pedestrian tracking.

The DeepSORT [24] algorithm that integrates shape information is frequently used to
improve SORT performance. DeepSORT is a tracking method that can effectively reduce
the number of ID switches by tracking objects through occlusion for a longer period and
by learning through deep association metrics for a large personal reidentification dataset.

Many studies have been conducted with the MOT method. Hou improved low-
reliability tracking filtering using the DeepSORT algorithm to reduce the influence of
unreliable detection on vehicle tracking [25]. Kapania demonstrated high performance by
combining YOLOv3 and RetinaNet based on the DeepSORT algorithm [26]. Wang achieved
stable driver-face detection and tracking based on the DeepSORT algorithm [27]. Based on
the results of each study, MOT exhibited high performance in tracking.

2.3. Indoor Object Distance Measurement

Object positioning should be performed to measure the distance between objects
indoors. A technique frequently used for object positioning indoors is fingerprinting using
received signal strength indication (RSSI) values with a Bluetooth low-energy beacon and
a Wi-Fi device [28,29]. In this technique, the indoor space is divided into cells, and a radio
map is constructed by collecting the media access control addresses and RSSI values of the
access point for each cell. Through this method, the cell information with a value most
similar to the access point value at the user’s current location is returned to determine the
location [29]. Recently, as a method for positioning a precise location, research has been
conducted by incorporating such technologies as the support vector machine, random
forest, and cloudlet computing using the RSSI value of the transmitting device [29–32].

However, the problem with this method is that it is designed for measuring the
distance by positioning an object, and the error rate of the distance measurement is large.
Therefore, to solve the error rate problem in distance measurement, a method for precise
distance measurement is used via an algorithm for distance measurement between an
object in the video frame of the camera and an actual object. Rahim constructed a precise
system capable of determining risk factors by measuring the social distances of objects
through a camera [33]. Yan built a precision system using cameras to detect pedestrians
and warn them using distance detection [34]. Based on these studies, it is used as a method
for precise distance measurement using a camera for measuring the distance of an object.

3. System Overview

Figure 1 is the overall system structure comprising seven parts. The first part is
learning the image data and labeled data of the MS COCO dataset [35] through YOLOv4 to
derive the learning weight for object detection. The second part is specifying the person
class and bounding box by detecting an object in real time based on the YOLOv4 model
using the extracted learning weight and the video frame extracted through the CCTV for
object detection. The third part is assigning IDs to objects in real time by assigning the
IDs and bounding boxes of objects using the DeepSORT algorithm suitable for MOT for
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object tracking and enabling tracking. The fourth part is designating four coordinates
of the space in which a person can move in the video frame and transforming the frame
corresponding to the assigned coordinates. Fifth, the lower center point of the bounding
box of the detected objects is transformed using the weight of the transform matrix derived
when transforming the frame, which is measuring the distance between objects through
the Euclidean distance formula. The sixth part is identifying the overall objects using the
results of the third and fifth processes and storing the information for each object ID in
the database so that the identified objects can detect and track the social distance standard
(2 m). The seventh process is detecting the movement path of the infected object and objects
in contact with it (if an infected object is present in the indoor environment) and storing
the path in the database.

Figure 1. Overall system structure.

The distance between objects in an indoor space is identified through the above
process, and information on the objects included in the social distancing criteria is extracted
to detect social distancing. If an infected object is present, a system is built that judges even
the objects in contact with the path of the infected object.

This study aims to detect social distancing by conducting real-time object detection,
object tracking, and infected object tracking and determining the objects in contact with the
infected person’s movement path when present. As presented in Table 1, the differentiation
of the proposed system is illustrated by comparing it with other systems.
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Table 1. System comparison table with the proposed system.

Paper Author
Key Element

Real-Time Object
Detection

Object
Tracking

Infected
Object Tracking

Yang [34] Yes Yes No No
Punn [36] Yes Yes No No
Gupta [37] Yes Yes No No

Cristani [38] Yes Yes No No
Bhambani [39] Yes Yes Yes No

Proposed System Yes Yes Yes Yes

4. System Implementation Method
4.1. Image Data Training

Learning is conducted using the image data and dataset labeled with the object in
the image data to detect an object. Object detection should be performed by deriving the
learning weights for the images. Therefore, in this paper, MS COCO dataset is trained by
YOLOv4 model as shown in Figure 2. Moreover, YOLOv4 is a model based on YOLOv3
and the applied backbone (CSPDarknet53), neck (spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) and path
aggregation network (PAN)), bag of freebies (BoF), and bag of specials (BoS) [19]. The
training was conducted by dividing the training and testing ratio in the MS COCO 2017
dataset into 8:2 using this YOLOv4 model. The weight derived after training is used for
real-time object detection.

Figure 2. Data training process using the MS COCO dataset and YOLOv4 model.

Table 2 is a table comparing the YOLOv3 model used by Punn [35] and the YOLOv4
model used in this paper. To check the performance of the model, the weights derived
from the training results of each model are used. The learning weight of each model was
compared by measuring mean average precision (mAP) based on 5000 test images and
measuring frames per second (FPS) based on video. As a result of comparing the YOLOv3
model and the YOLOv4 model, it can be seen that the YOLOv4 model has 38.4% higher
mAP and about twice the speed. Based on the results, YOLOv4 is used as a method for fast
and accurate object detection.

Table 2. System comparison table with the proposed system.

Model
Evaluation Factor

mAP FPS

YOLOv3 30.4 30.3
YOLOv4 42.1 60.2
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4.2. Object Detection

Figure 3 is an example of a sequence that detects YOLOv4 in the field. The sequence
of the figure above designates the video frame extracted from the CCTV as the input data
of the YOLOv4 model using the training weights derived through training of the image
data of the MS COCO dataset in Section 4.1. Afterward, objects are detected, and only the
person class is extracted among them, and the bounding box is set. Through this process,
the person object of the video frame is detected in real time.

Figure 3. Example of object detection using YOLOv4.

4.3. Multiple Object Tracking and ID Assignment

The DeepSORT algorithm is used as a method for tracking multiple objects and
allocating IDs for each object. Figure 4 illustrates the DeepSORT process. The DeepSORT
algorithm performs each process by dividing it into two parts: the previous and current
object tracking frames. In the previous frame, the ID is assigned to the object found through
the object detector, and information on the position and velocity of the object is included.
Even in the current frame, the part that allocates the ID to the object found through the
object detector is the same, but it also includes deep cosine metric learning to extract the
feature information of the object. In this way, object tracking is performed through a series
of processes using the previous and current frames through DeepSORT.

Figure 4. Tracking multiple objects and assignment IDs using DeepSORT.

4.4. Video Frame Transformation

The figure at the top left of Figure 5 is an example of one frame among video frames
captured through the CCTV. Four coordinates are designated on the ground, and four
coordinates of the frame to be converted are set to compose a frame from the original frame
to the top angle composition. The weight of the transformation matrix is derived from
transforming the specified coordinates of the original frame into the coordinates of the
frame to be transformed. Next, image warping, a kind of geometric transformation, is
performed using the derived transformation matrix weight. The figure at the bottom left is
an example of the conversion of the four designated coordinate areas of the original frame
to the top angle structure from above. Preliminary work is performed through the above
process to map the actual distance to the designated area of the video frame.
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Figure 5. Example of transforming the coordinates specified in the original frame.

4.5. Object Distance Measurement

To measure the distance between objects, the coordinates of the individual objects
are necessary. To obtain the coordinates of each object, the bounding box of the object
detected in the video frame is used. Figure 6 is the bounding box area of the detected object.
The Ocenter_point, which is the center point of the lower bounding box of the object, can be
determined through Equation (1):

Ocenter_point =

((
x′ − x

2

)
+ x, y′

)
(1)

Figure 6. Example of the bounding box area of the detected object.

After obtaining the object coordinates, matching the actual coordinates is necessary.
Before matching, the original frame was transformed to set the same depth as the position
of the objects through coordinates, as in Section 4.4. Therefore, the object’s center coordinate
must be multiplied by the weight of the transformation matrix derived through the frame
transformation. The transformed object center coordinate Ocenter_trans f orm is obtained by
multiplying the boundary coordinates of the object by the weight of the transformation
matrix through Equation (2):

Ocenter_trans f orm = Ocenter_point ∗ w f rame_weight (2)

To map the center coordinate Ocenter_trans f orm of the converted object with the coordi-
nates of the actual distance, the converted frame and actual distance are mapped. Through
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Equations (3) and (4), the x coordinate of the actual object, Oreal_center_x, and the y coordinate,
Oreal_center_y, are obtained:

Oreal_center_x =

(
Wreal_width ∗ Ocenter_trans f orm_x

W f rame_width

)
(3)

Oreal_center_y =

(
Hreal_height ∗ Ocenter_trans f orm_y

H f rame_height

)
(4)

When the actual x and y coordinates of the object are derived, the distance between
each object can be calculated. To measure the distance between objects, we use the Eu-
clidean distance formula. By applying the two-dimensional Euclidean distance formula for
measuring the distance between objects through Equation (5), dn,m, which is the distance
between objects n and m, is obtained:

dn, m =

√
(xn − xm)

2 + (yn − ym)
2 (5)

4.6. Detecting Social Distancing and Infected Person Tracking

Figure 7 is a flow chart for detecting social distancing and tracking the presence of an
infected person. First, the social distancing detection stores detailed information on the
detected object in a database. Next, whether the distance between the detected objects (2 m)
has been violated is determined. If not, it does not indicate risk. If so, a list is designated
by ID for objects within 2 m. Then, information on object IDs within 2 m, the detected
location, and the time are stored in the database. In addition, risks can be identified by
marking a risk bounding box on the object. If an infected person is present, the ID of the
infected object can be extracted from the database, and the tracking of the infected object
and contact objects can be identified based on the contents of the movement path, the
contact object IDs, and the contact time. Table 3 is an example table of details stored for
information related to the object ID, detected time, detection end time, and movement path
based on detailed information on the detected object.

Figure 7. Detecting the social distancing and infected person tracking flow.

Table 4 is an example table listing the object ID of an object that violated the social
distancing (2 m) of the detected objects, the object ID within 2 m, the detected location, and
the details stored for the contact time.
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Table 3. Details of the detected object.

Object ID Start Time End Time Movement Path

Object1 2021-04-10 13:13:02 2021-04-10 13:14:30 (210, 220), (205, 216) · · ·
Object2 2021-04-10 13:13:10 2021-04-10 13:13:52 (130, 150), (135, 155) · · ·
Object3 2021-04-11 08:15:10 2021-04-10 08:16:10 (480, 540), (490, 530) · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·

Object n 2021-04-11 08:15:02 2021-04-11 08:16:35 (504, 402), (545, 395) · · ·

Table 4. Social distancing detection list.

Object ID Object ID within 2 m Detected Location Time (Sec)

Object1 Object4 (145, 165), (139, 155) · · · 15
Object1 Object7 (195, 185), (180, 175) · · · 20
Object3 Object n (480, 540), (490, 530) · · · 10
· · · · · · · · · · · ·

Object n Object3 (504, 402), (545, 395) · · · 10

5. Experiment
5.1. Environment

Table 5 lists the detailed experimental environment of the system proposed in this paper.

Table 5. Environment.

Type Contents

Server OS Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS
Server CPU Intel i9-9900k
Server GPU Nvidia Titan RTX

CCTV Device Logitech C922 Pro HD Stream Webcam
Python version 3.6.9

Tensorflow version 1.14.0
Keras version 2.4.1

OpenCV version 4.2.0

The figure in the left of Figure 8 is an indoor space set up as an actual experiment
environment. The figure on the right is set to 8 m × 12 m grid as a space for social distance
detection and infected person tracking.

Figure 8. Indoor test environment.

5.2. Experiment

Figure 9 shows the original frame to transformed frame conversion. Through im-age
warping, the specified area of the real space is transformed as shown in the right side of the
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figure, and the weights of the transform matrix are derived. Through this derived weights,
object coordinates are converted into coordinates of the transformed frame.

Figure 9. Convert object coordinates to transformed frame coordinates.

The YOLOv4 model is used to detect an object in real space, and the ID assignment
and object tracking are performed on the detected object through the DeepSORT algorithm.
Then, the coordinates of each object are changed using the weight of the transformation
matrix. The distance is detected through the process in Section 4.5 via the coordinates of
the transformed object.

In this experiment, when tracking an object through DeepSORT, it was confirmed
that a frequent ID switching problem occurred due to an object occlusion problem. As a
solution to the frequent ID switching problem, four FPSs are compared. For comparison,
there are 15 objects in the video of this experiment, and the performance is compared by
comparing the number of object detections in each FPS.

Through this, 24FPS derives the highest accuracy, as shown in Table 6 below. Therefore,
in this paper, we conducted an experiment using video of 24FPS based on the results
in Table 6.

Table 6. FPS comparison to solve ID switching problem.

Element
FPS

10 24 35 50

Actual number of objects 15 15 15 15
Number of objects detected 24 16 19 18

Accuracy 62.5 93.7 78.9 83.3

The figure in the left of Figure 10 is a part of the test conducted by moving objects
in various directions through the designated area in the actual space, which was taken
by a webcam for 1 min. In the left part of the picture, objects can be observed moving in
real space. Objects are detected in real time through the YOLOv4 model and numerical
ID assignment and tracking using DeepSORT algorithm. The listing on the right is a
screenshot of the details of objects violating social distancing (2 m) by object ID through an
actual experiment like that in the picture on the left.

In the experiment of this paper, the object with ID 7 is set as the infected object and
the experiment is carried out. Figure 11 shows the experiment after setting the object with
ID 7 as an infected object. Infected objects are indicated by a red bounding box. Objects
that violate social distancing from infected objects are marked with a brown bounding
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box to indicate danger. Other objects are classified in green, so that dangerous situations
can be easily identified. To determine the movement path of the infected object (ID 7)
in practice, the movement coordinates are derived based on the ID-related information
obtained through social distancing detection as in Section 4.6.

Figure 10. Detecting social distancing in real space (left) and details of contacted objects by ID (right).

Figure 11. Infected object setup and experiment.

The left graph of Figure 12 is a graph showing the movement path of an infected
object (ID 7) in an actual environment. In the graph, the movement path of the infected
object (ID 7) shows the path at 8 m × 12 m of the actual experimental environment. The
graph on the right shows infected objects (ID 7) and those who violate social distancing.
In addition, it is possible to derive an index that can determine the risk of each object by
indicating the time in violation of social distancing.
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6. Conclusions

The COVID-19 pandemic is currently underway. Consequently, social distancing
remains an important way to prevent the spread of the virus in the current situation.
However, it is difficult to practice social distancing in an indoor environment because the
space is narrow and crowded compared to the outdoor environment. In addition, as the
range of people’s movement paths in indoor space narrows, the number of people who
come into contact with an infected person increases considerably if an infected person is
present. Thus, a method is necessary to detect social distancing and, if an infected person
is present, identify those who have come into contact with the path of the infected person
to prevent the spread. Therefore, we implemented a system to prevent the rapid spread of
infection by detecting social distancing and detecting and tracking objects according to the
presence of infected persons. Because the current pandemic is changing the pattern of life
worldwide, we plan to expand the system to solve the current situation.
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